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Abstract 

 

Background  

Circadian rhythm may play a role in neurodegenerative diseases such as 

Parkinson’s disease (PD). Chronotype is the behavioural manifestation of 

circadian rhythm and Mendelian randomisation (MR) involves the use of genetic 

variants to explore causal effects of exposures on outcomes. This study aimed to 

explore a causal relationship between chronotype and coffee consumption on 

risk of PD. 

 

Methods 

Two-sample MR was undertaken using publicly available GWAS data. 

Associations between genetic instrumental variables (IV) and “morning person” 

(one extreme of chronotype) were obtained from the personal genetics company 

23andMe, Inc., and UK Biobank, and consisted of the per-allele odds ratio of 

being a “morning person” for 15 independent variants. The per-allele difference 

in log-odds of PD for each variant was estimated from a recent meta-analysis. 

The inverse variance weight method was used to estimate an odds ratio (OR) for 

the effect of being a “morning person” on PD. Additional MR methods were used 

to check for bias in the IVW estimate, arising through violation of MR 

assumptions. The results were compared to analyses employing a genetic 

instrument of coffee consumption, because coffee consumption has been 

previously inversely linked to PD. 

 

Findings  
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Being a “morning person” was causally linked with risk of PD (OR 1·27; 95% 

confidence interval 1·06-1·51; p=0·012). Sensitivity analyses did not suggest that 

invalid instruments were biasing the effect estimate and there was no evidence 

for a reverse causal relationship between liability for PD and chronotype. There 

was no robust evidence for a causal effect of high coffee consumption using IV 

analysis, but the effect was imprecisely estimated (OR 1·12; 95% CI 0·89-1·42; 

p=0·22). 

 

Interpretation  

We observed causal evidence to support the notion that being a “morning 

person”, a phenotype driven by the circadian clock, is associated with a higher 

risk of PD. Further work on the mechanisms is warranted and may lead to novel 

therapeutic targets. 

 

Funding 

No specific funding source. 
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Introduction 

Mendelian randomisation (MR) involves using genetic variants as instruments to 

study causal relationships between exposures and outcomes.1 MR has great 

potential application in the study of Parkinson’s disease (PD) and other 

degenerative neurological conditions, given long prodromal phases that may 

give rise to associations driven by reverse causation in observational studies.2 

Chronotype is the behavioural manifestation of our internal body clock, which 

drives circadian changes in a wide range of physiological parameters, including 

sleep/wake cycles.3 Variation in the chronotype underpins whether or not we 

tend to be “morning persons” or those that function better at night. There is 

mounting evidence to suggest that circadian rhythm is disrupted in patients with 

PD and may explain a variety of features of the earliest phases, before 

diagnosis.4,5 Furthermore, in observational studies, individuals that work night 

shifts appeared to be at lower risk of PD, and those that are intolerant of night 

time working have been reported to be at higher risk.6 

Consistent observational study associations have been reported in meta-

analyses of coffee consumption and risk of PD, suggesting that those that drink 

coffee are less likely to be diagnosed with PD.7 This association may be causal or 

may be indicative of a pre-morbid PD personality type, given that negative 

observational associations have also been described for smoking and alcohol. 

Using Mendelian randomisation (MR) we sought to determine whether there 

was evidence that observational associations between morning personality and 

PD, and/or coffee consumption and PD, were causal.8,9  

 

Methods 
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Two-sample MR was undertaken using genome wide association (GWA) study 

data. Two-sample MR involves determining the association between genetic 

variants and an exposure (for example chronotype) in one sample, and the 

relationship between those same variants and an outcome of interest (for 

example PD) in a second sample. From this information, change in the outcome 

for a given change in the exposure can be estimated, as long as certain 

assumptions are valid (further details on how MR can be used for causal 

inference can be found in the supplementary material).1,10,11 Ethical approval 

was not sought for this specific project because all data came from the summary 

statistics of GWA studies, which were conducted with ethical approval. 

 

Parkinson’s disease data 

The PD GWA study summary statistics used were from a meta-analysis of GWA 

studies in PD, which related 7,782,514 genetic variants (after imputation) to PD 

in up to 13,708 PD cases and 95,282 controls from 15 independent GWA datasets 

of European descent, undertaken by the International Parkinson’s Disease 

Genomics Consortium (IPDGC; http://www.pdgene.org).12  

 

Morning person (chronotype) instrument 

Recently, two GWA studies linking genetic variants to morning or evening 

chronotype have been reported.3,13 The first of these was a GWA study 

undertaken in 89,283 participants from 23andMe who self-reported whether 

they considered themselves a “morning person” or not. The phenotype merged 

answers to two questions with highly correlated answers: 1) ‘Are you naturally a 

night person or a morning person?’ (Answers: Night owl, Early bird, Neither), 
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and 2) ‘Are you naturally a night person or a morning person?’ (Night person, 

Morning person, Neither, It depends, I’m not sure). Neutral responses to these 

two questions were removed.13 Fifteen loci reached genome wide significance 

comparing the extremes of the phenotype (morning person or night person), 

including seven that were located near established clock genes and an additional 

four with a plausible role in circadian rhythm (see supplementary material). The 

second published GWA study of chronotype was undertaken in 100,420 

participants from the UK Biobank study, which used the following validated 

question for assessing chronotype – ‘Do you consider yourself to be… (Answers: 

‘Definitely a morning person’, ‘More a morning than evening person, ‘More an 

evening than a morning person’, ‘Definitely an evening person’, ‘Do not know’, 

‘Prefer not to answer’?3  

IPDGC data contains both cases and controls from 23andMe (see supplementary 

material). In two-sample MR, where there is overlap between controls in the 

exposure and outcome dataset, there exists a risk of bias. For this reason, we 

used the variants (SNPs) in the chronotype loci discovered in the 23andMe data, 

but instead of using the effect estimates and standard errors from this discovery 

dataset, we used the replicated effect estimates and standard errors from the UK 

Biobank data, regardless of the p-value for association. By doing so we mitigated 

the potential bias due to overlapping samples. 

We looked for linkage disequilibrium between variants that were reported as 

tagging the same chromosome as one another using LD link 

(https://analysistools.nci.nih.gov/LDlink/). The R2 between variants was <0·005 

in all cases. All 15 chronotype variants were present in the IPDGC data, meaning 

that there was no need to identify proxies. We extracted the per-allele log-odds 
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ratio of PD together with its standard error (SE) for each of the independent 

variants. To ascertain the instrument strength, we estimated a first stage F 

statistic derived from the following formula: 

F = R2 (n – 1 – k) 

  (1 – R2) x k 

 

Here, k is the number of variants and n is the number of subjects in the outcome 

case control study. The combined R2 for chronotype variants was estimated 

using code from MR-Base and the odds ratios, effect alleles frequency and 

proportion of case/controls from the UK Biobank.14 We estimated that the 

combination of these 15 variants explained 0·69% of the variation in chronotype 

(R2 = 0·0069). 

We repeated the analysis using the effect sizes and standard errors from the 

23andMe chronotype GWAS to check whether there were substantial differences 

between these and the UK Biobank data caused by overlap in the subjects in the 

exposure and outcome cohort. We also repeated the analysis using unpublished 

summary statistics from the whole UK Biobank that related to the 15 SNPs in our 

original instrument (available via the Broad Institute). Finally we generated new 

instruments from unpublished UK Biobank and 23andMe data to seek further 

confirmation of the observations made using published instruments. 

 

Coffee instrument 

A GWA study of coffee consumption was published using data from the Coffee 

and Caffeine Genetics consortium, which was undertaken in 91,462 subjects.15 A 

secondary analysis considered high coffee consumption versus no/low coffee 

consumption. Six variants in this analysis reached genome wide significance, of 
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which four were in independent loci. Again, all four variants were present in the 

IPDGC data. We extracted the per-allele log-odds ratio of PD together with its SE 

for each of these independent variants. We calculated the first stage F statistic 

for the 4 coffee variants (combined R2 = 0·015, or 1·5% of the variation in coffee 

consumption). 

 

Statistical analysis 

Two-sample MR was undertaken using previously described methods and as 

summarised below.10 Wald ratios (βIV) were calculated for each of the variants in 

morning person instrument by dividing the per-allele log-odds ratio of PD (βZY) 

by the log-odds ratio of being a morning person (βZX).  

 

βIV = βZY / βZX 

 

95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were calculated from the SE of each Wald 

ratio, which was derived from the SE of the SNP-outcome association divided by 

the SNP-exposure association. Linear regression of the variant-exposure 

association and variant-outcome association for each instrument was 

undertaken and weighted by inverse variance. The inverse variance weighted 

(IVW) method was used to derive a combined point estimate for the odds of PD 

due to self-identification of being a morning person. The IVW method assumes 

that all variants are valid IVs (see supplementary material). 

Individual Wald ratios and 95% CIs were compiled in a forest plot. Heterogeneity 

in Wald ratios was tested using Cochran’s Q and quantified using the I2 test. MR-

Egger was used to demonstrate evidence against an aggregate unbalanced 
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horizontal pleiotropic effect. With MR-Egger, the regression line is not 

constrained to pass through the origin, and the intercept indicates whether there 

is a net horizontal pleiotropic effect.10 Substantial heterogeneity from the IVW 

estimate indicates that alternative pathways may exist from some of the SNPs to 

the outcome (known as horizontal pleiotropy), but this doesn’t necessarily bias 

the estimate (if it is balanced). However, a non-zero intercept from MR-Egger 

indicates that there may be net directional bias in the IVW estimates. In 

performing MR-Egger, the third IV assumption of no horizontal pleiotropy from 

individual variants can be relaxed, but a new assumption arises. The Instrument 

Strength Independent of the Direct Effect (InSIDE) assumption of MR-Egger will 

be violated if the genetic instrument-risk factor association (here the joint 

association of the 15 SNPs with chronotype) is correlated with any pleiotropic 

associations from the SNPs to the outcome.10 

Two further MR methods were used to repeat the analysis, which relax other 

assumptions of IV analysis. The weighted median (WM) method gives consistent 

effect estimates under the assumption that no more than 50% of the weight of 

the MR effect estimate comes from invalid (e.g. pleiotropic) SNPs, where weight 

is determined by the strength of their association with the risk factor (here 

chronotype).16 The modal estimate was then used as a further sensitivity 

analysis because it is robust to horizontal pleiotropy, and its power to detect a 

causal effect is greater than the MR-Egger method.17 Its assumption is that the 

most common causal effect estimate is a consistent measure of the true causal 

effect, even if the majority of SNPs associated with chronotype are invalid 

instruments. Given the small number of variants available for coffee 
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consumption, an IVW estimate was calculated, but subsequent sensitivity 

analyses were not undertaken. 

 

Reverse causation of chronotype and PD 

We used MR to test whether liability towards PD risk was causally related to 

liability towards being a morning person. Because we had access to individual-

level 23andMe data for this analysis, we were able to combine 28 independent 

PD risk SNPs identified in IPDGC meta-GWAS study into a single PD genetic risk 

score for each individual, representing a much stronger instrument variable (one 

sample MR).12 Specifically: 

�� ������	 
��� �	
�� � � ����,�

��

���

  

where i indicates an individual, j indicates one of the 28 PD risk SNPs, βj is the log 

odds ratio of SNP j (taken from the meta-analysis12), and gi,j is the number of 

effect alleles carried by individual i for SNP j. Normalised PD genetic risk scores 

were constructed for 730,872 individuals, none of whom were included in the PD 

GWA study meta-analysis12 (“morning persons”: n=372,909; “evening persons”: 

n=357,963; people with PD: n=5,201; people without PD: n=725,671). A single 

Wald ratio and standard error for the PD genetic risk score was calculated using 

“morning person” as the outcome and PD as the exposure. 

 

Power calculations 

Power calculations were undertaken for the chronotype, coffee consumption, 

and PD IV analyses.18 We had 81% statistical power assuming no heterogeneity 

between genetic IVs (SNPs) to detect a relative 30% or greater difference in PD 
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risk for a self-identification of being a “morning person” in the IPDGC cases and 

controls with an alpha of 5% (p-value ≤0·05). The statistical power fell to 46% to 

detect a relative difference of 20% or greater. We had >99% statistical power to 

detect a 33% difference in PD relative risk for coffee drinkers and 62% statistical 

power to detect a 16·5% difference. For the reverse causation analysis, the R2 

was 0·00079 and the statistic power for a 15% change and 30% change in the 

outcome respectively, was 39% and 88%. 

 

Role of the funding source 

No specific funding was sought for this work. 

 

Results 

The first stage F statistic for the morning person analysis was 16·5. Figure 1 

shows a forest plot for the morning person IV analysis, which includes the Wald 

ratios for individual instruments and the pooled IVW, MR-Egger, weighted 

median and modal estimates. Using the IVW method, the estimated risk of PD in 

those identifying as morning persons (compared to those that identified as 

evening persons) was increased (OR = 1·27; 95% CI 1·06-1·51; p=0·012). There 

was no strong evidence of heterogeneity between Wald ratios for individual 

instruments (Q=10·8, I2=0%, p=0·705). In the sensitivity analyses, MR-Egger was 

used to detect net directional pleiotropy but we did not find evidence to suggest 

that the estimate was biased (intercept -0·005; p=0·645). The MR-Egger estimate 

for risk of PD in those identifying as morning persons was OR 1·34 (95% CI 0·99-

1·80; p=0·058). Further evidence against bias due to invalid instruments came 

from the weighted median analysis which gave an OR of 1·25 (95% CI 1·01-1·49; 
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p=0·066), and from the weighted modal analysis the OR was 1·27 (95% CI 1·03-

1·51; p=0·075). The point estimates from the three sensitivity analyses all 

supported a causal association and increased risk of PD in “morning persons”. 

Using ORs and SEs from the 23andMe chronotype GWAS and unpublished 

summary statistics from the full-size UK Biobank chronotype GWAS for the same 

15 variant instrument yielded qualitatively similar results (see supplementary 

material). However, new chronotype instruments generated from unpublished 

UK Biobank GWAS data and 23andMe gave divergent results; the UK Biobank 

instrument yielded an overall null in the association between chronotype and 

PD, but may have been biased. A larger 23andMe chronotype instrument 

supported the results of the main analysis, showing a causal association between 

chronotype and PD. Both of these additional analyses are discussed in detail in 

the supplementary material. 

We tested for reverse causality but this analysis did not suggest that liability 

towards PD was causal for being a morning person (for a one standard deviation 

increase in PD genetic risk score: OR 0·99, 95% CI 0·98-1·01, p=0·259). 

For the coffee analysis, the first stage F-statistic was 179. Figure 2 shows a forest 

plot for the coffee consumption IV analysis with Wald ratios for each variant and 

pooled IVW estimates, along with the observational study estimate for the risk of 

PD associated with coffee consumption (OR 0·67; 95% CI 0·58-0·76).7 The 

estimated risk of PD in those that drank high quantities of coffee relative to those 

that drank little or none yielded an overall null result in the IVW analysis (OR 

1·12; 95% CI 0·89-1·42; p=0·22). There was some evidence of heterogeneity in 

the individual Wald ratio estimates (Q=6·9, I2=57%, p=0·074). MR-Egger was 

used to detect net directional pleiotropy but there was no convincing evidence to 
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suggest that the estimate was biased (intercept -0·052; p=0·323). The MR-Egger 

estimate for risk of PD in those identifying as morning persons was OR 1·46 

(95% CI 0·58-3·72; p=0·221). 

 

Discussion 

We used two-sample MR to explore a potential causal association between 

liability towards being a “morning person” and PD. Genetic variants associated 

with self-reporting as “morning person” (one extreme of chronotype) were used 

as instrumental variables. We observed evidence of a causal increase in risk of 

PD in those that identified as being “morning persons”. The magnitude of the 

effect from the IVW analysis was a 27% increase in risk. Conversely, we found no 

strong evidence that liability towards increased risk of PD was causal for 

chronotype (i.e. reverse causation). Our findings lend support to the previous 

observation that working night shifts was associated with a reduced risk of PD 

and an increased risk of PD in those that were intolerant of night shifts.6 

There has been speculation over many years that personality might be linked to 

PD.19 Although this analysis only focuses on one aspect of personality, and one 

that is regulated by innate circadian mechanisms, it is plausible that other 

personality traits may also influence risk of PD. Traits such as introspection and 

conscientiousness were recognised in early observational studies,19-21 but 

currently there are insufficient genetic instruments to explore whether or not 

such associations are causal. 

Coffee has been studied in a large number of observational studies of PD risk, 

and greater consumption has been shown to be associated with a reduced risk of 

PD.7 In this study, the point estimates from our main (IVW analysis) suggested a 
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possible 12% increased relative risk of PD in those who drank coffee compared 

with those who did not, but the 95% confidence intervals were wide and 

included the null. If a true positive effect of 12% increase in PD risk exists, the 

present study would have been underpowered to detect this. Whilst this does 

not rule out a potential causal adverse role for coffee on PD risk, these results 

together with those of a recent randomised controlled trial of caffeine use in PD, 

which was terminated early because it failed to meet its primary outcome of 

motor symptom benefit,22 suggest that caffeine may neither prevent PD 

occurring nor be of benefit in those with the condition. However the early 

termination of this trial meant that the disease-modifying stage of the study 

never commenced and so empirical evidence for the role of coffee on PD 

progression is lacking. It is also important to note that potentially causal effects 

of coffee may not occur exclusively through caffeine, since coffee contains other 

chemicals (such as caffeic acid and polyphenols), which are also known to be 

biologically active. 

If the overall effect of coffee consumption on PD risk is a true null, the link 

between coffee consumption and PD in observational studies requires 

explanation. One possibility is that being a “morning person” is causally 

associated with an increased risk of PD and that those that are not “morning 

persons” are more likely to consume coffee in greater quantities. In this scenario, 

a spurious protective association between coffee and PD could be induced 

through confounding by chronotype. Other factors, such as smoking, which is 

commonly associated with coffee drinking behaviour,23 could also confound the 

association. 
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Circadian rhythm, caffeine, and Parkinson’s disease 

Evidence from other sources also suggests that disruption of the circadian clock 

is associated with PD.4,5 Sleep disturbances such as REM sleep behaviour 

disorder and other non-motor features are common in PD and often arise several 

years before PD diagnosis.24 However, neuropathological studies have found that 

brain structures related to circadian rhythm are only affected in the later stage of 

PD, which suggests that disturbed circadian rhythm is not a consequence of 

neurodegeneration in PD.25 The evidence presented here suggests that the 

association may arise in the alternative direction, with altered circadian rhythm 

putting one at higher risk of PD. The mechanism by which this arises is not 

immediately apparent, but warrants further study. The circadian clock plays 

important roles in cellular homeostasis and under certain conditions may affect 

the way that neuronal cells prevent accumulation or clear aggregated proteins, 

which are the hallmark of neurodegenerative disease, including PD.26 An 

alternative explanation is the circadian rhythm is casually related to chronotype 

and PD via separate pathways, in which case intervention directed at chronotype 

would not necessary alter risk of PD. 

As the most widely consumed psychostimulant agent globally, caffeine is known 

to promote wakefulness and induce or sustain performance.27,28 Experimental 

evidence (both in vivo and in vitro) suggests that caffeine delays the phase of the 

circadian clock measured at a cellular level and in human melatonin release 

cycle.29 Such alteration in circadian rhythm may explain why the point estimate 

for high coffee consumption was in the direction of increasing risk of PD, albeit 

the analysis was underpowered. Unfortunately, we were not able to further 
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explore a causal relationship between coffee and chronotype using the available 

data. 

 

Strengths and limitations of this study 

MR uses an IV approach to assess causal relationships between environmental 

exposures/intermediate phenotypes and disease outcomes. It relies on certain 

assumptions (summarised in the Methods section and supplementary material). 

Here we used two-sample MR to assess a causal effect of 1) liability towards 

being a “morning person” on risk of PD, 2) high coffee consumption on risk of PD, 

and 3) risk of PD on the probability of being a morning person. The 

methodological advantages of two-sample MR have been summarised 

previously9 and include: 1) cost and time saving, 2) access to very large sample 

sizes and resulting high statistical power, and 3) where bias does occur, it tends 

to be towards the null and estimates are conservative.8 Further advantages 

included the strength of the instruments (meaning that bias due to weak 

instruments was unlikely) and that we used a variety of MR analyses (each with 

different underlying assumptions) to confirm our findings. We also searched 

published literature both in humans and in fruit flies (Drosophila) to ascertain 

the relevance to the circadian clock for each of the SNPs we used to perform MR 

analyses (see supplementary material). In addition to the 11 loci deemed to play 

a plausible role in circadian rhythmicity by Hu and colleagues,13 this process 

suggested potential clock-control of an additional two genes in risk loci (13 out 

15 total), indicating that the combined variants are an appropriate instrument 

for analyses relating to the circadian clock. 
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Finally, we took steps to ensure that our samples were not overlapping by using 

23andMe GWAS data to identify the SNPs and the UK Biobank data to obtain the 

exposure estimates because controls from the PD GWAS may have also been 

used in the 23andMe discovery data. Separately, we also ensured that individuals 

used in a recent PD GWA study meta-analysis were not used in our reverse 

causation analysis. With the exception of the reverse causation analysis, our MR 

analyses used aggregated GWA study summary statistics from publicly available 

published data sets. Weaknesses of using aggregate data include the inability to 

consider and adjust for potential confounding factors. 

 

In summary, we provide evidence to support a causal effect between liability 

towards being a “morning person” and PD. This implicates modulation of 

circadian rhythm as a potential therapeutic avenue to alter risk of PD. 
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Tables 

Table 1: SNPs used to construct the morning person instrumental variable 

SNP Nearest gene Chr BP EA/OA EAF OR SE 

rs11121022 PER3 1 7836659 C/A 0·43 1·06 0·02 

rs10493596 AK5 1 77726241 T/C 0·23 1·13 0·02 

rs34714364 APH1A 1 150234657 T/G 0·17 1·12 0·02 

rs12736689 RGS16 1 182549729 C/T 0·03 1·34 0·06 

rs1595824 PLCL1 2 198874006 T/C 0·50 1·02 0·02 

rs55694368 PER2 2 239317692 G/T 0·89 1·08 0·03 

rs35833281 HCRTR2 6 55021561 C/G 0·24 1·06 0·02 

rs9479402 VIP 6 153135339 C/T 0·01 1·35 0·10 

rs2948276 DLX5 7 96457119 A/G 0·83 1·05 0·02 

rs3972456 FBXL13 7 102436907 A/G 0·34 1·05 0·02 

rs6582618 ALG10B 12 38726137 G/A 0·54 1·03 0·02 

rs9565309 FBXL3 13 77577027 T/C 0·97 1·14 0·05 

rs12927162 TOX3 16 52684916 A/G 0·72 1·07 0·02 

rs11545787 RASD1 17 17398278 G/A 0·75 1·04 0·02 

rs12965577 NOL4 18 31675680 A/G 0·67 1·03 0·02 

Legend: SNP = single nucleotide polymorphism; Chr = chromosome; BP = base pair position; EA = 
effect allele; OA = other allele, EAF = effect allele frequency; OR = odds ratio; SE = standard error. 
Note the selection of SNPs comes from a published 23andMe GWAS of morningness, but the ORs 
and SEs come from the published UK Biobank GWAS of morningness. 
 

Table 2: SNPs used to construct the coffee (high versus low/none) instrumental 

variable 

SNP Nearest gene Locus EA/OA EAF OR SE 

rs4410790 AHR 7p21 T/C 0·37 0·79 0·02 

rs6265 BDNF 11p13 T/C 0·19 0·89 0·02 

rs17685 POR 7q11.23 A/G 0·29 1·12 0·02 

rs2470893 CYP1A1 15q24 T/C 0·31 1·23 0·02 

Legend: SNP = single nucleotide polymorphism; EA = effect allele; OA = other allele, EAF = effect 
allele frequency; OR = odds ratio; SE = standard error. 
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1  

 

Title: Forest plot of Wald ratios and 95% CIs generated from SNPs associated 

with chronotype (here being a “morning person”) and risk of PD.  

 

Legend: Wald ratios for individual SNPs are listed according to magnitude of 

effect in the instrumental variable analysis and are presented with pooled effects 

using the IVW method and sensitivity analyses including MR-Egger regression, 

and weight median and modal estimate. The squares represent the point 

estimate and the bars are the 95% confidence intervals. 

 

 

Figure 2 

 

Title: Forest plot of Wald ratios and 95% CIs generated from SNPs associated 

with coffee consumption (here high compared with low/none) and risk of PD.  

 

Legend: Wald ratios for individual SNPs are listed according to magnitude of 

effect in the instrumental variable analysis and are presented with pooled effects 

using the IVW method and MR-Egger regression. The observational study 

association for coffee consumption and risk of PD is also presented and taken 

from Noyce et al, 2012.7 The squares represent the point estimate and the bars 

are the 95% confidence intervals. 
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